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Carefully check the daily inspection check points.
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Check if the jaw will activate when the cylinder pressure is at the lowest level. After checking, be sure

to return the pressure to the normal level.
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Prior to this operation, define minimum and standard chuck actuating pressures, If there

is any abnonnality in the minimum pressure, the cause may be the cylinder fault, or

seizure and / or damage of the inner parts of the chuck.
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Check the grease.
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Check if the grease is for the high pressure application.
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When using general-type grease, the grease quality will be deteriorated by high

temperature caused by high pressure and large friction generated among inner

parts of the chuck, resulting in reduced lubricating effects. Use such grease as

ESSO-EP1 for high-pressure application.
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Check if the lubricating frequency is adequate.

[Standard lubricating frequency is as follows / Centralizing type: once in 3 months, Compensating type: once in a month]
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When using the cutting fluid, check the greasing effect by shortening the
lubricating intervals in the initial stage. If you disassemble the chuck and omit

the special sealing treatment for some reasons, grease the chuck more

frequently because the grease servicing effect will decrease.
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Make sure that the greasing volume is adequate.
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For greasing, remove the air vent bolt located on the chuck body periphery (in

the opposite side of the grease nipple) and supply the grease, When the bolt

hole is filled with the grease, stop supplying the grease and fasten the air vent

bolt. If you excessively supply the grease without removing the bolt, the arm seal

may come off. In that case, the jaw actuator arm (to be called a "jaw actuator"

hereafter) shall be reassembled. (See the figure.)
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Check if the grease nipple is damaged.
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Air vent bolt
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Grease gun
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Check the machining accuracy.
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WARNING
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If the concentricity suddenly deteriorates, there may be a crack in the inner parts such

as the jaw actuator due to fatigue fracture. In that case, disassemble the chuck for

checking.
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Perform periodic overhauls as follows for trouble prevention.

If dry cutting is performed, the overhaul shall be performed once in 1.5 to 2 years.

If oily coolant is used, the overhaul shall be performed once in 1 to 1.5 years.

If water-soluble coolant is used, the overhaul shall be performed once in 6 months to 1 year.

(See page 15.)
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■グリスニップル規格
　Grease nipple size

　●UBL…1/4-28UNF A型
　　(For UBL Chucks)

　●UBL以外…M6×1.0 A型
　　(For other Chucks)




